
Selected paving or equal approved,
with brick edge restraint to match
selected on sand blinding on
compacted stone.

150MM Reinforced concrete slab with
power floated finish to Structural
Engineers details

50mm PuR Insulation (thermal
resistance 0.20 W/mK) to floor slab
(at door and reveals)

Detail 4
ENTRANCE DOOR THRESHOLD DETAIL

FALL 1:80 min.

ACO 'brickslot' or similar threshold
drainage channel to all level access
doorways laid in strict accordance with
manufacturers instructions

DPC layer laid in strict accordance with
manufacturers specifications.

110

25

Visqueen equal approved radon
barrier min. 330um / 1200 gauge laid
in accordance with manufacturers
instructions
Min. 150mm overlap on all joints with
taped seal.

110mm PUR insulation under floor
slab - thermal resistance  0.020
W/mK
on radon barrier on sandblinding

Leave 25mm recess in slab at door
threshold to accommodate sill fitting.
To be filled with floor leveling
compound once doorset is in place

343

Provide secondary dpc
layer and tape radon
barrier to it

*Bespoke Detail
Nearest Reference Acceptable Construction Detail 1.02a & 1.26
Ground Floor - Insulation Below Slab & Ope - Concrete Forward Sill
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Buying a new home is a massive step for anyone, but at Cairn Homes 
we try to make the process as easy as possible.

CAIRN RESOURCES APRIL 2018

7 Steps To Buying 
Your New Home
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Buying a new home is a massive 
step for anyone, but at Cairn 
Homes we try to make the process 
as easy as possible. 

CAIRN RESOURCES BUYING YOUR NEW HOME

Step One: Booking

After you have chosen your home, our sales advisor will help 
you complete the reservation paperwork and assist with any 
queries you have. At this stage you’ll need to pay a refundable 
deposit, which will secure the booking of your new home. 

 

Step Two: Getting the right financial advice

If you have not already engaged a Financial Advisor, we can 
recommend impartial and independent specialists who have 
the knowledge and expertise to assist with your financial 
requirements. There are numerous mortgage products on the 
market and it’s important that you find the right one to suit you. 

 

Step Three: Instructing a solicitor

You need to find and instruct a solicitor to act on your behalf. 
If you don’t have a solicitor already or are unsure how to 
pick a good solicitor, we can recommend one. The solicitor’s 
responsibility is to arrange for the transfer of ownership of the 
property, often referred to as ‘conveyancing’. You’ll need to pay 
various fees at this stage; make sure you understand from the 
very start what these will amount to.
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CAIRN RESOURCES BUYING YOUR NEW HOME

Step Four: Exchange of contracts

Once your solicitor is happy with the details of the purchase 
and you have received your mortgage offer, you’ll be able to 
sign the contract. Normally this happens four weeks after you 
have paid a booking deposit. At this stage you will need to 
provide your solicitor with your exchange of contract deposit 
(this is normally 10% of the purchase price) and instruct them to 
exchange contracts.

 

Step Five: Build progress updates

Our site manager will provide you with regular updates on the 
progress of your new home and its anticipated completion date.  

 

Step Six: Pre-decoration visit & home demonstration

We want you to get the very best out of your new home. As 
it is nearing completion, we will invite you to an appointment 
with the site manager. This will help you to understand how 
your home is built. At this stage, we will also provide you with 
a comprehensive demonstration of your home’s domestic 
systems and appliances, fixtures and fittings to ensure that 
you are totally familiar with the running of the property. At this 
demonstration you’ll receive a Cairn Homeowner’s Handbook, 
which will include information on all aspects of your new home, 
important contacts and details of warranties. 

 

Step Seven: Legal completion and handover

The big day finally arrives! Legal completion actually takes 
place when the balance of the purchase price monies has been 
received. On the day this occurs, we’ll provide you with the keys 
to your new home as part of a handover with our team onsite.


